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terial vaginosis, despite dramatic improvements in the treatment of both these conditions. One obvious explanation for this discrepancy is that neither of these conditions is sexually transmitted. However, this explanation does not account for the uptrend, especially as the reported numbers of recent sexual partners significantly declined. Apart from condom usage, the only other form of sexual behaviour which we found to have increased in prevalence was fellatio. Multivariate analysis using logistic regression models is being used to examine for possible independent relationships between these variables. In contrast to the bacterial STDs, the two most prevalent viral STDs, genital warts and genital herpes, have not been controlled by condom usage. Latent infection with both herpes simplex virus and human papilloma virus is much more prevalent than clinical disease and both viruses infect stratified squamous epithelium of the external genitalia and may therefore be transmitted independently of peno-vaginal penetration, thus circumventing the condom barrier. Moreover, both conditions are recurrent and subject to transmission by asymptomatic virus shedding.
Despite the considerable resources directed to prevention of unwanted pregnancies as well as to STD, we found that about a quarter of women in each sample reported using no contraception at all across the decade of our study. Only 12% of women in the study were married, so a substantial proportion were exposed to pregnancy outside marriage. Could a more persuasive campaign prove more effective or have the limits of health education been reached?
While the predicted epidemic heterosexual spread of HIV infection in the United Kingdom has yet to develop,'8 the health education measures generated by this threat appear to have yielded benefits in the control of bacterial STDs. However, the net benefit in morbidity has been limited in that one dominant group of infections, the bacterial STDs, has been replaced by others, the viral STDs (including cervical HPV infection) and vaginal infections due to more ubiquitous organisms. HIV infection, like hepatitis B infection and syphilis, has shown no evidence of heterosexual spread.
